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Abstract

With the widespread deployment and use of wireless data
communications in the mobile computing domain the need
for middleware that interconnects the components that com-
prise a mobile application in distributed and potentially
heterogeneous environments arises. Middleware utilizing
an event-based communication model is well suited to ad-
dress the requirements of the mobile computing domain, as
it requires a less tightly coupled communication relation-
ship between application components compared to the tra-
ditional client/server communication model. This is par-
ticularly useful with the use of wireless technology, where
communication relationships amongst application compo-
nents are established very dynamically during the lifetime
of the components. Recent research in the area of event-
based middleware for the mobile computing domain focuses
on infrastructure network models for wireless data commu-
nication. In this paper, we present STEAM, an event-based
middleware service that has been specifically designed for
wireless local area networks utilizing the ad hoc network
model. We argue that an implicit event model is best suited
for the envisaged ad hoc environment and present our ap-
proach of exploiting a novel combination of three different
types of event filter to address the problems related to the
dynamic reconfiguration of the network topology as well as
their impact on the scalability of a system and the timely
delivery of events. 1

1. Introduction

The widespread deployment and use of wireless data
communications in the mobile computing domain is gen-
erally recognized as being the next major advance in the
information technology industry. Both mobility and wire-
less networking represent key enabling technologies under-

1The work described in this paper was partly supported by the Irish
Higher Education Authority’s Programme for Research in Third Level In-
stitutions cycle 0 (1998-2001) and by the FET programme of the Commis-
sion of the EU under research contract IST-2000-26031 (CORTEX).

lying the vision of ubiquitous computing [14], where in-
terconnected computers will be embedded in a wide range
of appliances ranging in size from door locks to vehicle
controllers performing tasks, such as automatically opening
doors and routing vehicles to their intended destinations,
on behalf of their human users. The event-based commu-
nication model represents an emerging paradigm for mid-
dleware that asynchronously [2] interconnects the com-
ponents that comprise an application in a potentially dis-
tributed and heterogeneous environment, and has recently
become widely used in application areas such as large-scale
internet services and mobile programming environments
[1]. Event-based communication is well suited to address
the requirements of the mobile computing domain [7]. It
avoids centralized control and requires a less tightly cou-
pled communication relationship between application com-
ponents compared to the traditional client/server commu-
nication model. This is particularly useful with the use
of wireless technology in the mobile computing domain,
where communication relationships amongst heterogeneous
application components are established very dynamically
during the lifetime of the components.

Mobile computing environments can utilize either the in-
frastructure or the ad hoc network model for wireless data
communication [6]. The infrastructure network model ex-
ploits access points to establish communication relation-
ships among mobile application components and to coor-
dinate their transmissions. An access point is analogous to
a base station in a cellular communications network form-
ing groups of mobile application components that are un-
der its direct control. Access points may be connected to a
fixed network, such as a company intranet or the Internet,
and act as a portal allowing the components under its con-
trol to connect to the fixed network. In contrast, the ad hoc
network model allows application components to commu-
nicate with each other without the aid of access points or a
fixed network. Any application component can establish a
direct communication relationship with any other applica-
tion component without having to channel the transmission
through an access point (provided there is no network parti-
tion). This allows application components to communicate
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and collaborate in a spontaneous manner in the absence of
a conventional fixed network.

Several middleware services utilizing the event-based
communication model have been developed thus far by both
industry [12] and academia [2], [8]. Most of these as-
sume that the application components comprising an appli-
cation are stationary and that a fixed network infrastructure
is available to facilitate communication. They do not ad-
dress the problems introduced by mobile application com-
ponents and wireless network models, related to the dy-
namic reconfiguration of the network topology. Recently,
some research has been done to support mobile computing
in event-based middleware [7], [13]. However, this work
has focussed on the infrastructure network model for wire-
less data communication assuming middleware components
acting as event dispatchers being available. In this paper,
we present STEAM (Scalable Timed Events And Mobil-
ity), an event-based middleware service that has been de-
signed for the mobile computing domain. Specifically, it
is intended for IEEE 802.11-based wireless local area net-
works (WLAN) utilizing the ad hoc network model. The
next section introduces event-based middleware and pro-
vides a preliminary description of the differences between
the traditional distributed computing domain that relies on
fixed network infrastructure and the mobile computing do-
main. Section 3 outlines the design restrictions that are im-
posed on STEAM by the ad hoc network model. In section
4, we present our approach to overcome these restrictions
and discuss how STEAM exploits a novel combination of
three different types of event filter to address issues that are
specific to the mobile computing domain and the ad hoc net-
work model and their impact on the scalability of a system
and the timely delivery of events. Finally, section 5 con-
cludes this paper by summarizing our work and outlining
the issues that remain open for future work.

2. Event-Based Middleware

An event system is an application that uses event-based
middleware to allow the components that comprise the ap-
plication to interact through event notifications. Event no-
tifications, or simply events, contain data that represent a
change to the state of the sending application component.
They are propagated from the sending application com-
ponents, called the producers, to the receiving application
components, called the consumers. Events typically have a
name and may have a set of typed parameters whose spe-
cific values describe the specific change to the producer’s
state. In order to receive events, event consumers have to
subscribe to the instances of events in which they are in-
terested; they are said to register interest in events. Once
consumers have subscribed to events, they receive all subse-
quent events until they unsubscribe (de-register). An event

system using event-based middleware, which is also called
an event service, may consists of a potentially large num-
ber of application components, or entities, that produce and
consume events. In conventional distributed event systems,
entities are located on a number of physical machines that
are interconnected by means of a fixed network infrastruc-
ture through which event-based communication takes place.
In contrast, the STEAM event service is intended for the
mobile computing domain where entities reside on mobile
computing devices utilizing wireless networks to interact.

3. STEAM Design Issues

When designing event-based middleware or indeed mid-
dleware in general, the specific restrictions imposed by the
environment for which the middleware is intended needs to
be considered. This is particularly important when design-
ing an event service for ad hoc networks, since the envi-
ronment places especially strict limitations on the middle-
ware due to the lack of any network infrastructure. Tradi-
tionally, event services exploit a range of services and pro-
tocols including lookup and naming services that are uti-
lized by consuming entities to locate producing entities in
order to route event subscriptions to them. Some event ser-
vices, such as the CORBA notification service [12], use the
service of intermediate middleware components for produc-
ing and consuming entities to communicate with each other.
These services and intermediates must be accessible by the
entities in the event system and are often implemented as
independently running middleware components located in
separate address spaces potentially on remote physical ma-
chines. Most significantly, utilizing such middleware com-
ponents is not practical in an environment that is based on
the ad hoc network model for a number of reasons. Mid-
dleware components cannot be located on separate physi-
cal machines as this approach assumes infrastructure that
is inherently omitted in ad hoc environments. It can be ar-
gued that such middleware components may be co-located
with the mobile entitles sharing the same physical machine.
However, this does not overcome the most significant re-
striction of ad hoc environments, the limitation of the area
that can be covered by mobile application components us-
ing wireless transmitters. Using a middleware component
acting as intermediate requires all entities in a system be-
ing able to communicate with it at any given time. This is
unlikely in an ad hoc environment as entitles may be dis-
tributed over a potentially large geographical area and thus
are unlikely to be able to maintain a permanent commu-
nication link to the intermediate. In conclusion, the main
restriction on the design of STEAM imposed by the ad hoc
environment is the omission of application components that
provide system-wide services.
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4. The STEAM Event Service

In this section, we present our approach to overcome the
restrictions imposed on event-based middleware by the mo-
bile computing domain due to mobile application compo-
nents, the wireless ad hoc network model, and the resulting
limitations identified in the previous section. STEAM ex-
ploits a novel approach of combining three different types
of event filter to address the dynamic aspect of the network
topology. Our approach to event filtering supports the pre-
dictable behavior of the event service, which is essential for
the scalability of a system and the timely delivery of events.

STEAM has been designed for mobile environments,
specifically with the traffic management application domain
in mind. In this domain, we envisage application scenar-
ios that include a large number of entities representing real
world objects using wireless technology and the ad hoc net-
work model. Many of these entities may represent mobile
objects including cars and ambulances; other entities may
represent object with a fixed location, such as traffic sig-
nals and lights. All entities interact using event-based com-
munication in order to exchange information on the current
traffic situation. For example, a traffic signal may propa-
gate a change to the speed limit due to road conditions to
approaching cars. Another example may involve an ambu-
lance disseminating its location to the cars in its vicinity for
them to yield the right of way. Our work is motivated by the
hypothesis that in this type of application scenario entities
are most likely to interact once they are in close proximity.
Reflected on event-based middleware, this means that the
closer consumers are located to a producer the more likely
they are to be interested in the events propagated by that
producer. Significantly, this implies that events are valid
within a certain geographical area surrounding a producer.
An example scenario demonstrating such behavior would
be a traffic light disseminating its status and cars being in-
terested in receiving these events only if they are located
within a certain range of the light. Our approach to prop-
agating events within a certain area surrounding producers
limits forwarding of event messages, and therefore reduces
the usage of communication and computation resources,
which are typically scarce in mobile environments. Further-
more, we expect the limitation of event forwarding to re-
duce the susceptibility of an event system to radio frequency
interference. Subsequently, the behavior of communication
connections between entities becomes more predictable, al-
lowing the system to support reliable event delivery.

4.1. The Event Model

We have identified three distinct event models that may
be implemented by an event service, namely peer to peer,
mediator, and implicit [11]. Both peer to peer and

mediator-based event models rely on system-wide services
for entities to locate intermediate components or indeed
each other. As argued in section 3, such approaches are
not suitable for environments based on the ad hoc network
model. Thus, the STEAM event service implements an im-
plicit event model that allows consuming entities to sub-
scribe to particular event types rather than at another en-
tity or a mediator, without having to rely on system-wide
services to locate entities or mediators, or on intermediate
middleware components through which entities interact.

4.2. Proximity Group Communication

Group communication [5] has been recognized as a nat-
ural means to support event-based communication models
[3]. Communication groups provide a one to many commu-
nication pattern that can be used by producers to propagate
events to a group of subscribed consumers. Although there
are other approaches to support message-oriented commu-
nication models, including distributed transactions, remote
method invocation, and higher-level approaches such as
workflow systems, group communication has been identi-
fied as the most suitable approach [3]. STEAM exploits a
proximity-based group communication service [10] as the
underlying means for entities to interact. Proximity groups
have been identified as a useful communication paradigm
for mobile applications utilizing wireless networks [10],
based on the location of the application components. It al-
lows mobile application components to discover each other
once they are within the same geographical area using bea-
cons. Significantly, this notion of proximity groups involves
both geographical and functional aspects, i.e., the geograph-
ical area and the name of the group, to apply for group mem-
bership. An application component must firstly be located
in the geographical area corresponding to the group and sec-
ondly be interested in the group in order to join. In con-
trast, classical group communication defines groups solely
by their functional aspect. STEAM defines both the func-
tional and the geographical aspect that specifies a proximity
group. The functional aspect represents the common inter-
est of producers and consumers based on the type of infor-
mation that is propagated among them. The geographical
aspect outlines the scope within which the information is
valid, i.e., the limits within which it is propagated. Further-
more, STEAM exploits the message delivery semantics as-
sociated with proximity groups to provide end-to-end guar-
antees when delivering events.

4.3. Event Filtering

An event system may consist of a potentially large num-
ber of producers, all of which produce events that may con-
tain different information. Therefore, the number of events
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propagated in an event-based system may be quite large.
However, a particular consumer may only be interested in a
subset of the events propagated in the system. Event filters
provide a means to control the propagation of events. Ide-
ally, filters enable a particular consumer to subscribe to the
exact set of events that it is interested in receiving. Before
events are propagated, they are matched against the filters
and are only delivered to consumers that are interested in
them, i.e., for which the matching produced a positive re-
sult. STEAM supports three different types of event filter,
which are subject, proximity and content filter. The combi-
nation of these three types of event filter is specific to the
mobile computing domain for which STEAM is designed.

Events propagated by STEAM consist of a name and a
set of typed parameters. The name represent the type of
an event classifying its structure and the parameters contain
the values that describe a particular instance of an event. A
common vocabulary is used by producers and consumers in
order to agree on the name of a specific event type. A sub-
ject filter describes the particular type of the events in which
a consumer is interested and hence is matched against event
types. It is mapped onto a proximity group and corresponds
to the proximity group’s functional aspect. A proximity fil-
ter corresponds to the geographical aspect of a proximity
group describing the geographical area within which events
of a specific type are valid. Thus, a proximity filter specifies
the scope within which events are disseminated. In princi-
pal, either a consuming or a producing entity may specify a
proximity filter. However, we believe that in many applica-
tion scenarios it is the producer that would specify the geo-
graphical area within which the generated events are valid.
For example, a traffic light propagating events containing
the status of its light to approaching cars defines its prox-
imity filter based on the location of the next traffic light and
on the local speed limit. STEAM allows producing entities
to define their proximity filters, which are deployed when
event types are announced. In summary, subject and prox-
imity filters allow a consumer to express interest in a set
of events based on their type and the geographical area in
which they are propagated. Content filters contain a filter
expression that can be matched against the values of the
parameters of an event. They are specified using filter ex-
pressions that may contain equality, magnitude and range
operators as well as ordering relations to describe the con-
straints of a consumer, similar to the semantics of content
filter expressions described in [4]. Subject and proximity
filters are applied on the producer side. Events are only
propagated to a consumer if both filters match. In contrast,
content filters are located at the consumer side and will be
evaluated when an instance of an event is received to deter-
mine whether or not to deliver it to the application. This ap-
proach does not require consumers to pass content filters to
producers when subscribing. Most significantly, they need

not be forwarded to producers when a consumer changes its
location from one geographical area to another. This results
in a simple approach to maintaining the subscriptions and
content filters in a system that accounts for the dynamic re-
configuration requirement of the system that arises due to
the mobility of the entities.

Figure 1. Traffic Light Application Scenario.

The traffic management application domain where (po-
tentially driverless) vehicles are moving through a city inter-
acting with each other and the environment offers a range of
example application scenarios demonstrating the exploita-
tion of subject, proximity, and content filters. Figure 1
depicts a traffic light application scenario in which a car is
driving along a road acting as a consumer of events, thereby
passing through the proximity px of a traffic light acting as
event producer. The generated events are of type ”traffic
light” and their parameters contain the status of the light
and its location. The car is shown at stages s1 to s4 of its
journey and is assumed to have an associated subject, prox-
imity, and content filter. The subject filter expresses interest
in events of type ”traffic light”, the proximity filter defines
px, and the content filter compares the car’s previous and
current position with the location of the traffic light stating
that ”events of the traffic light towards which I am driving”
should be delivered. The results of matching events against
each of these filters at the different stages of the car’s jour-
ney and their effect on propagation and delivery of events
are summarized in Figure 2. At stage s1 of its journey,
the car subscribes to the traffic light events deploying the
corresponding filters. All subsequent events produced by
the traffic light will be matched against the car’s filters and
will be delivered to it if all three filters produce a positive
match. Figure 2 shows that at stage s1 (after the car has
subscribed) traffic light events are neither propagated nor
delivered to the car as it is located outside the traffic light’s
proximity causing the proximity filter to produce a negative
match. Traffic light events are propagated to the car at jour-
ney stages s2 and s3 where both the subject and the prox-
imity filter match as the car has subscribed and is located
within the traffic light’s proximity. However, they are only
delivered to the car’s application at s2 as this is the only
stage where the content filter matches as well. The content
filter does not match at stage s3 since the car has passed
the light’s location. No events are propagated at stage s4
because the car has left the proximity of the traffic light.
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When continuing its journey, the car is likely to enter the
proximity of another traffic light, whose events it will re-
ceive if the content filter matches without explicitly issuing
another subscription.

Figure 2. Matching of Events Against Filters.

Scalability has been identified as one of the key dis-
tributed computing problems that remains open in message-
oriented middleware [3]. Applications exploiting event-
based middleware may be large, they may consist of a very
large number of entities and subscriptions. The ability of
such as system to easily cope with the addition of entities
and subscriptions is essential. This is particularly crucial in
event systems that are based on the ad hoc network model
as their scale typically changes dynamically over time. For
example, a traffic management application dealing with the
entities representing the cars driving through a city must be
able to handle the cars involved regardless of their num-
ber, which may range from relatively small during the night
to very large during rush hours. STEAM addresses scala-
bility in two ways. It enhances the ability of a system to
grow by limiting the propagation of events in space hence
reducing the need for events to be forwarded and by utiliz-
ing a combination of filters that allow events being matched
efficiently. STEAM allows an application to outline the
scope in space (the proximity) within which some infor-
mation (the event type) is valid. As events only need to
be forwarded within the limits of their respective proximity,
adding an entity affects only the area in which the entity is
located. A joining entity causes other entities in the same
proximity to reconfigure, i.e., routing and subscription in-
formation need to be updated. However, it does not require
entities outside the proximity to adjust. Using a combina-
tion of subject and content filters within the scope defined
by a proximity filter enables a system to combine the ad-
vantages of both. Subject filters support the deployment of
an optimal matching algorithm. A simple table lookup on
the producer side based on the subject results in a constant
time algorithm. Content filters support the deployment of
filter expressions that can be matched against different pa-
rameters of an event. Applying content filters on the con-
sumer side instead of the common approach of deploying
them on the producer side results in the distribution of the
matching load from a single producer to a number of con-
sumers. Therefore, each consumer has to deal with a small

number of content filters, e.g., potentially one per subject,
compared to a producer having to match the potentially ar-
bitrary large number of content filters of every subscribed
consumer. This approach causes additional overhead due
to the propagation of unwanted events to consumers, which
are then discarded by the content filter. However, the ad-
ditional overhead is minimal as the underlying proximity
group communication mechanism uses an approach that is
based on flooding the area of the proximity with messages
at the network layer in order to provide reliable message
delivery semantics.

STEAM allows applications to define delivery deadlines
and to assign them to specific events. A dispatcher then ex-
ploits these deadlines to determine the time to deliver the
corresponding events to the subscribed consumers. For the
dispatcher to enforce the timely delivery of events the event
service is required to behave in a predictable manner; it
must support properties that enable predictions on behavior
and duration of event propagation and delivery. The pre-
dictable behavior of STEAM needs to be enforced by the
algorithm that matches events against potential filters, by
the mechanism that propagates events on behalf of a pro-
ducer to the subscribed consumers, and by the scheduler
that delivers events to the application. Different schedul-
ing algorithms for delivering events to the application in a
deterministic manner have been proposed in [9] and pre-
dictable propagation of event messages are addressed in the
underlying mechanism for proximity-based group commu-
nication [10]. Matching events against a potentially large
number of subscriptions, i.e., filters, in a predictable manner
is non trivial. Producers exploiting state of the art content-
based filters are expected to maintain a very large number
of subscriptions and thus need to compare the large num-
ber of corresponding filter expressions to the values of an
event’s parameters. Hence, it will be difficult to imple-
ment a matching algorithm that executes in a predictable
manner due to the arbitrary number of filters and the ar-
bitrary number of event parameters. In contrast, produc-
ers using STEAM’s subject-based approach exploit a sim-
ple table lookup algorithm to retrieve the list of matching
subscriptions, which results in a constant retrieving time.
Moreover, the number of the deployed subject filters is ex-
pected to be substantially smaller than the number of con-
tent filters in a traditional approach as a single filter per sub-
ject is required. Our approach of exploiting content filters
on the consumer-side faces similar issues as the traditional,
producer-side approach. However, we expect our approach
to include a substantially smaller number of filters, as we
only need to consider the filters that are specific to a sin-
gle consumer. A sub-linear algorithm suffices to retrieve
the filters that correspond to a specific subject using a sim-
ple table lookup. Another algorithm is then used to match
an event against the set of retrieved filters. We argue that
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the number of filters at this stage will be very small; there
may potentially be a single filter per subject. Computing the
match for a single filter is efficient; we propose imposing an
upper bound on the computation time for the content filter
for each specific subject that can be used to predict the time
for matching events of that subject on both the producer and
the consumer side.

Figure 3. Content vs. STEAM Filters.

Figure 3 compares traditional, content-based filters
shown in part a) with STEAM filters outlined in part b). In
Figure 3a), a producer P matches an event e against each
of its content filter cf to determine the list of consumers C
to which to propagate e. For example, e1 matches cfX and
is therefore propagated and delivered to C1. Likewise, e2
matches cfY and is delivered to C2. e3 matches cfZ , a filter
that has been deployed by both C2 and C3, and is delivered
to both C2 and C3. In contrast, P in Figure 3b) holds a
lookup table containing its subject filters sf , each of which
relates to one of the types of event that may be produced.
For example, e1 of subjectA is being propagated to the con-
sumers C1 and C2 and e2 of subject B is being propagated
to the consumers C2 and C3. Once a consumer receives an
event, it uses the event’s subject as the key for accessing
its lookup table to retrieve the relevant content filter cf . e
is only delivered to the application if it matches cf . e1 of
subject A is only delivered to C1’s application if it matches
cfX and to C2’s application if it matches cfY . In summary,
we argue that our approach of deploying subject and con-
tent filters on the producer and the consumer side respec-
tively, allows a system to take advantage of the efficiency
of subject filters and the expressiveness of content filters
while supporting predicable algorithms for matching events
and filters. Moreover, the computational load of matching
events against filters is distributed between a producer and
the subscribed consumers.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

We have outlined our work on STEAM, an event-based
middleware service that has been designed for the mobile
computing domain utilizing wireless local area networks
and the ad hoc network model. We have outlined and dis-
cussed our design regarding the chosen event model and
the underlying group communication mechanism and con-
cluded that STEAM must omit application components pro-

viding system-wide services. We argue that in the envisaged
traffic management application domain entities are more
likely to interact once they are in close proximity and pro-
pose a novel approach of event filtering by combining three
different types of event filter. This approach is well suited
for systems that consist of a potentially large number of
dynamically joining and leaving entities whose scale may
change over time. Although we have addressed some of
the fundamental issues arising when applying event-based
middleware to the mobile computing domain, certain issues
remain open for future work. Failed and temporary unavail-
able entities and connections are the norm rather that the
exception in wireless networks compared to wired environ-
ments. A mechanism needs to be provided that anticipates
entities and connections that may fail and subsequently han-
dles partitioned proximities.
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